
Chuo Expressway (Takaido to Hachioji)

【Fuchu Smart IC】(ETC only) 
⑪Records entrance time to Chuo Expressway.
　 * Only available for entry Hachioji bound.
 　* Please "stop" before the ETC gate "entrance" 　       
        and enter after the bar opens.

【Kunitachi-Fuchu IC】
⑧(Entrance) Records entry time to Chuo Expressway.
⑨⑩(Exits) Records exit time from Chuo Expressway.

【Inagi IC】
⑬ (Entrance) Entry time to Chuo Expressway is 

recorded
⑭ (Exit) Exit time from Chuo Expressway is 

recorded.
* Only available for entry to or exit from the Shuto 
Expressway  

【Fuchu Smart IC (Exit)】
⑫Records exit time from Chuo Expressway

【Chofu IC】
⑮(Entrance) Records entry time to Chuo Expressway. 
⑯⑰ (Exits) Records exit time from Chuo Expressway

【Takaido IC】
⑲ (Exit to local road) Records exit time from Chuo 

Expressway. 
* Location of ETC free flow antenna has changed

⑳ (Shuto Expressway bound exit) Records exit time from 
Chuo Expressway.

【Hachioji IC】
② (Exit coming from Yamanashi)  Records exit time from 

Chuo Expressway. 
③ Records entry time to the Chuo Expressway Takaido 

bound. * If you are heading for Chuo Expressway 
Yamanashi bound entry time will be recorded at Hachioji 
tollgate.

 ④⑤ (Exit coming from Takaido) Records exit time from 
Chuo Expressway.
 * Location of ETC free flow antenna has changed.

⑥  (Entrance Yamanashi bound) Records entrance time for 
Chuo Expressway.* Time is not recorded at Hachioji 
Tollgate.

【Hachioji Tollgate】
① (Shuto Expressway bound) 

* In-vehicle ETC equipment responds, however, time is 
not recorded.

① (Yamanashi bound)
 * In-vehicle ETC equipment responds, however, time is 
not recorded.

⑦ (Yamanashi bound) 
* In-vehicle ETC equipment responds, however, time is 
not recorded.

【Mitaka Tollgate】
⑱ (Yamanashi bound) Entry time to Chuo Expressway is 

recorded.

Note
ETC free flow antennae (there are no tollgates where free flow antennae are installed) are located at Chuo Expressway exits (Takaido to Hachioji) for wireless communication. 
Time recording and route confirmation are still necessary so please keep the ETC card inserted in the in-vehicle equipment from entry to exit.
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